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Notes 

The purpose of today’s meeting is to share information on your stormwater fee process so that others 

can understand how each jurisdiction approached the topic and to better understand and see if pieces 

of the process could be automated or made more efficient.   

Lenexa 

Ken mentioned that Lenexa uses EDU – needs info from Comm. Dev. on new development. Jerry added 

that a list of properties needing and EDU update would help. Everyone has a different method of what is 

required.  

Dave asked, what if they only have dwelling units on the parcel but no impervious surface? Or, what 

happens when the parcels get moved/realigned? No way to distinguish in the property data. 

Ken said they have similar challenges with intersecting property data with impervious. They eliminate 

features such as sheds/garages under 500 sq. ft. Buildings, sidewalks, etc. are included in the process. 

They also address slivers by finding small sq. ft. areas. Comm. Dev. set the threshold (something less 

than 1 EDU) but can’t recall specifically at the moment. They use address points and assign a set value 

per each dwelling unit. Multi-family up to 6 addresses is counted as single family. Anything with more 

than 6 units uses impervious surface.  

Parcel data is already identified as SFR. They join addresses to parcel via spatial join to get the count of 

addresses per parcel. Lenexa addresses are: Residential, occupant, non-mailing, and construction trailer. 

Condos are divided by total impervious area.  

They started fresh in 2019 since they are trying to calculate new commercial and inherited the process 

from prior staff.  

City does planimetric updates after JOCO does theirs. Biggest changes are with condos and commercial.  

Ken uses AIMS plani data from prior year to update any holes. For things that are missing, he works with 

Comm. Dev. to see if they plans. Those will get georeferenced and he’ll create new features to fill in the 



gaps. Sometimes Comm. Dev. will know of other developments and they will review his tax roll analysis 

to compare against what they know. 

Shawnee 

Doug said Shawnee uses impervious surface to calculate non-residential. They use occupancy status to 

know when to start billing. Commercial updates are usually only 10-15 projects. Fairly easy to maintain. 

Single-family residential is based on total area. June 1st is cutoff for what gets sent in August, property 

data doesn’t get updated until end of year. Use building permits to keep up to date.  

Dave asked what to do on church with dwelling unit or mixed use? They go with impervious on church. 

For mixed, they just got their first completion. OP goes with sq. ft. impervious area on mixed-use. An 

issue is with dwelling units since they don’t track them. 

They go back to parcel dwelling unit count for apartments. Condo businesses are a big problem.  

Instead of starting fresh each year, they start with prior year data and just update, not from scratch. 

Only focuses on what he knows changes from year to year. Does need plani before JOCO gets the 

imagery so he does updates based on new plans.  

Has ongoing dashboard updated every 2 weeks on their address points so they have this up to date (info 

comes from planners).  

City waits until the development is complete before they start assessing new fees. 

Overland Park 

Dave said OP uses dwelling units. They start fresh every year as well. They don’t have an easy way to 

filter out what is residential vs. non-residential. They also don’t have that info on the address points. 

OP also has dwelling units on hotels and nursing homes, even some hospitals. Aaron mentioned that 

AIMS has layers of hotels/motels, nursing/skilled nursing and campuses (including hospitals) that OP 

could use to assign some of these classifications or make it easier to filter out properties. 

They don’t charge fees during construction, ordinance says they have to wait until a certificate of 

occupancy is issued. 

Olathe 

Grady said stormwater in Olathe is part of all utilities and not part of tax roll like other cities. They also 

don’t bill on impervious surface, it’s based on lot size. This can cause issue with condos and customers 

on commercial. Have tried to change in past but not able to get through city council. They update year 

to year within billing system based on ownership changes. Non-residential is more difficult to update.  

Mission 

Brian at Mission said they are only 2.5 sq. mi. with 4-5,000 parcels and fully built out so they don’t make 

many changes from year to year. Some small demo or commercial changes and they will remove fees. 

For example, Mission Mall was demoed so they took out the fee when it was razed. They will go back 

and add the fee as development happens. They use AIMS to come up with ERU calculation and submit 



to JOCO in August. Mission’s ordinance doesn’t specify but they try to wait until it is complete before 

they start charging fees. 

 

Shannon said the new ortho photo arrived but was only able to be used in their proprietary 

“warehouse” software and did not contain any full countywide mosaics. We’ve asked if they could 

provide those but they are busy and may only be able to provide a WMS service pretty soon. Cities don’t 

care if certified or final but they want to see new development. Cities can use the “early access” aerial in 

the Pictometery (POL) viewer to see new development. Does not provide view of entire area for large 

developments. See link under resources below. 

 

Aaron asked if any cities use other methods to calculate their fees? 

All cities use EDU calcs and impervious area calcs. OP said more progressive calcs would require change 

in ordinance.  

EDU is different for each community. Some started 10-15 years ago and have not updated their rate. 

Shawnee is currently at $72/EDU and collects approx. $3.4M. OP rates have gone up but still lower than 

Shawnee, they collect approx. $5M. 

 

Resources 

AIMS oblique photo app:  https://maps.jocogov.org/pol/. Includes public or myAims (measuring 

enabled) access. Make sure you select 'Early Access' to see the 2022 photos. 

Eagleview app (requires Eagleview login):  https://explorer.eagleview.com/login.php. Contact us for the 

login if needed and we will create one. 

Funding Stormwater Programs: https://www3.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/region3_factsheet_funding.pdf  
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